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Perhaps it was because of the way the task was framed and assigned.  More likely it was
because of the unconscious assumptions that I brought with me.  In any case, I now realize that
I had to un-learn my hidden assumption that communal discernment is the same thing as group
decision-making.  To do so I had to broaden my vision beyond looking at and thinking about
how decision-making happens.

Here are some of the things I think I have discovered (or re-discovered) while un-learning my
assumptions about communal discernment.

1. Discerning is different from deciding.  It’s not the difference between thinking and doing,
because both can be ways of discerning.  It’s not a difference of order or sequence,
because discerning can happen before or after or at the same time as deciding, even
through it.  Even if I cannot describe the difference other than as the difference between
discerning and deciding, I know they are different.

2. Communal is different from individual, both in discerning and in deciding.  I don’t think
we’ve explored this difference as much as talked around it.  It’s clear, however, that when
people identify as a lasting group with a common identity, the discerning and deciding
happen in ways that are different than when people see themselves as a temporary and
loose association of individuals.  
a. An individual can discern and decide with integrity, that is, with a sense that all of

one’s senses and faculties operate as a unity in discerning and deciding.  
b. A loose collection of individuals doesn’t operate as a unity, but as multiple interests,

sometimes competing, conflicting, converging, diverging.  Discerning and deciding
are fragmentary and fragmented activities, often divorced from the other
dimensions of life, sometimes neglecting or creating new tensions and conflicts of
integrity for the individuals involved.  

c. A community functions more like a body, with relationships and activities fully
clothed in the fabric of the community’s entire life.  Discerning and deciding happen
in all the relationships and circumstances of the community’s life, thereby reclaiming
integrity or inner cohesion and coherence.

d. Therefore, communal discerning and deciding is necessarily public, but not
necessarily transparent (or naked) as in a public proceeding; rather, it is clothed (but
not hidden) in all the relationships and interactions of community life.

e. The formal discernment and decision-making processes that institutions employ can
be and usually are exclusionary and destructive of community, giving privilege to
favored groups and individuals while marginalizing others.  By destroying
community these processes force assemblies to act as collections of individuals —
diverging, conflicting, competing, maybe converging.  (By the way, the attempt to
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name churchwide voting members as “delegates” and to bind them as
representatives of a synod or other constituency is an attempt to re-connect and re-
root them in a community.  Similarly, the requests for a congregational referendum
on churchwide assembly actions express more a desire for connecting and rooting
decisions with the community than for a supposedly more representative decision-
making process.)
i. Robert’s Rules of Order obviously privileges those who know how to use it, but

less obviously privileges those who are skilled in assembling coalitions within
a relatively unaligned association of individuals.  Those who seek to operate by
consensus within an assumed unified body with a corporate identity can be
disadvantaged.

ii. The formal study processes employed within the ELCA for social statements,
etc. tend to favor those whose education and experience is with these formal
processes, whose discernment and decision-making is more intellectualized
and individualized.  Those who typically discern and decide in the whole body
of communal relationships and experiences do not experience a process that
favors their discernment and decision-making experiences and processes.  I am
convinced that the discerning and deciding processes we use at assemblies are
meaningless if the discerning practices we use the rest of the time in the ELCA
are exclusionary and divisive.  A community that arrives at an assembly
fragmented by the rest of its life can’t help but “act out” at the assembly or
other formal gatherings.

3. Discerning happens during and after deciding, not just before.  I have simply assumed a
linear, one-way relationship between discerning and deciding.  First you discern what is
true, right, good, etc.; then you decide to do it.  Often, however, we decide to do
something, then we discover what is true, right, good, etc.  This latter approach can seem
thoughtless or irrational, until you realize another name for it is “scientific method.”

4. Discerning includes discovering identity.  Discerning is much broader than discovering
(or, really, deciding) what should be done and how it should be done (aka “God’s will”).
It’s even broader than discovering what we are capable of doing (and what we are not).
It may be most fundamentally discovering who we are (God’s beloved and liberated
creatures) and who we are not (God).  As others have observed, after making significant
decisions last summer, the ELCA entered into a period of intense discernment about who
we are.

5. Spiritual discernment is the discovery that the Holy Spirit brings.  
a. Spiritual discernment isn’t necessarily spiritual because the things being discerned

are spiritual (that is; invisible ideas or feelings, immaterial realities) or because the
method differs from ordinary, down-to-earth human activities (supernatural or
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transcendent practices).  Discerning is spiritual when the Holy Spirit is at work,
accomplishing God’s creative, liberating, sanctifying work.

b. Therefore, spiritual discernment is necessarily related to, not separated from, God’s
Word (the law and promise, the message of Jesus Christ, proclaimed in the
Scriptures).  Dwelling in the Word isn’t optional; it’s necessary.

c. The Holy Spirit “blows where it chooses” (Jn 3:8), and attempts to force the Spirit
into an institutional decision-making time table are a self-defeating mistake.  I am
convinced that setting a time table for controversial decisions turns potentially
divisive discernment processes into necessarily adversarial processes.  Discernment
can still happen, but it is the discernment that happens in battle, where partisans
(“advocates”) have been given a deadline to achieve their voting majorities.
Listening to others, except as a tactic to further one’s own advantage, ceases when
the deadline is approaching.  Discernment can only suffer.

6. Conflict and suffering are unavoidable, however.  It is the nature of the life in Christ to
suffer for the sake of the world.  The goal is not to avoid suffering, but to engage the
work of discerning and deciding so that the unavoidable suffering is for the sake of the
world and its redemption.

I cannot claim that these learnings follow from a deep engagement with research data or
literature.  They  are more like the working hypotheses that are forming in my mind.  Perhaps
the next task for me is to test these working hypotheses with you.  With that in mind, I invite
your comment.

But my thinking is also moving ahead to some possible recommendations, both for our task
force’s work and for our report/recommendations to the Church Council and Churchwide
Assembly.  Here are a few.

1. I think we are reaching a time when it would be helpful for the task force to do two
things.
a. Define the scope of our work more clearly and focus on the distinctive challenge of

communal discerning.
b. Engage resource persons who can help us think more deeply and clearly about the

Christian community that discerns (and decides), with particular attention to those
who are not privileged and the dynamics that emerge when power and privilege
change and shift.  Could we do this at a fall 2010 meeting?

2. Begin considering a recommendation to the Church Council that includes any or all of the
following.
a. A reconsideration of the pre-assembly components of the processes we use for

deciding controversial issues with a view toward the ways that the process affects
the discerning of the ELCA as a community.
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b. Not a suspension of current studies, but a suspension of the current processes,
including the time tables, of the current studies.  

c. A move toward using the current studies as opportunities to live into (or at least
experiment with) more inclusive, healthful, community-building processes, including
a consideration of the relationship between communal identity and communal
action in the process of discernment and decision-making.

Marcus Kunz
April 30, 2010


